
North Lanarkshire Council

Executive Summary

The purpose of this report is to update the Committee on the progress in implementing key
aspects of the ambition for Education, Youth and Communities as published in February 2018.

The overarching ambition of Education, Youth and Communities is "Every child will be
supported to achieve their full potential as close to their community as possible". In
recent months activity has focused on anti−poverty policies and measures, development
and growth of early learning and child care and building the leadership capacity through
high quality professional learning for school−based colleagues.

Recommendations

The committee is recommended to:

(I) Note the progress in preparing for the delivery of 1140 free early learning and
child care hours by 2020 as outlined in section 2.1 of this report.

(ii) Note the anti−poverty strategies that are already underway and will be further
rolled out across North Lanarkshire as outlined in section 2.2 of this report.

(iii) Note the success in building leadership capacity through our self−improving
schools model as outlined in section 2.3 of this report.

(iv) Approve the creation of the leadership post as outlined in section 3.1 to
facilitate further development and strategic leadership of the Education,
Youth and Communities ambition.

Agenda item Iq E approval Z noting Ref lB/KR Date 31.5.18

From Isabelle Boyd, Assistant Chief Executive (Education, Youth and
Communities)

Email boydisab@northlan.gcsx.gov.uk Telephone 01698 302534



Supporting Documents
Council business • Support all children to realise their full potential
plan to 2020 • Improve economic opportunities and outcomes

• Improve relationships with communities and the
third sector

• Improve the health, well− being and care of
communities

Appendix I Education Youth and Communities Ambition Paper Extracts

1. Background

1.1 Each major service area of the council developed ambition reports to their
respective committees. Taken together, these reports set out how the council will
deliver a far−reaching programme which capitalises on a shared ambition for
communities and for the services we provide.

1.2 The ambition Education, Youth and Communities Ambition Report describes the
service's vision, values and principles, the challenges we face and the priority
actions we require to take to ensure every child in North Lanarkshire can fulfil
their potential as close to their community as possible.

1.3 It was intimated at committee that the delivery of this ambition would require
resources to be identified and allocated, with potential recalibration of revenue
budget and appropriate allocation of capital.

1.4 The Ambition paper set out as our immediate priorities and these are shown
on the extract from the full paper (appendix 1).

1.5 This paper provides a progress report on our initial work in realising the ambition
in respect of policy and measures to mitigate against the impact of poverty
(i) and (ii); preparing for the implementation of 1140 hours free early learning.

2. Report

2.1 REALISING OUR AMBITION PHASE I

2.1.1 1140 Hours Free Early Learning Childcare by 2020

There is expert consensus that it is imperative to invest more heavily, as a
proportion of both local and national spend, in the very earliest months and years
of life. Through the Children and Young People (Scotland) Act 2014 the Scottish
Government committed to increasing the annual entitlement to free Early
Learning and Child care from 475 hours to 600 hours and then by 2020 to 1140
hours.



The expansion of Early Learning and Childcare from 475 hours to 600 hours, and
then to 1140 hours by 2020 is a significant undertaking.

This work is being led within Education, Youth, and Communities in collaboration
with colleagues from other services, notably Infrastructure. An initial costed plan,
in line with our ambition and national guidelines, was submitted in September
2017. However the funding being allocated, as confirmed on 1 May 2018, is
different and therefore a new implementation plan is required.

The project team are not yet all in place but work is ongoing to devise this plan to
meet the amended Scottish Government guidelines and the financial envelope
we have been awarded. The final funding intimated on 1 May 2018 is £20.3m for
Capital and £37.93m Revenue costs.

In our 1140 ambition plan, we stated our commitment to deliver this entitlement
to early learning and childcare while by ensuring access for our most vulnerable
people. See appendix 1 (v)

While the council is well placed to deliver this ambitious expansion programme,
the scale, complexity and level of investment and resources required is not to
be underestimated. It is projected that, by 2020, approximately 8,572 children
will be eligible for a statutory pre−school Early Learning and Childcare education
place of 1140 hours per annum. There are currently around 6,367 spaces
available including all local authority, independent, and private nursery
provision.

Colleagues in EYC are currently working with the Section 95 officer and his
team in recalibrating our implementation plan to match the revenue and capital
funding available. This costed plan will be presented initially to the 1140 Project
Board and then to appropriate council committees.

2.2 Anti−Poverty Measures

2.2.1 CLUB 365: having accepted that the evidence indicating that weekend and
holiday hunger impacts on children's life chances is compelling, the Council
agreed in principle to provide nutritious food on weekends and holidays for
children who qualify for Free School Meals. Officers were charged to run a pilot
project in Coatbridge during the 2018 school Spring Break and present a
subsequent evaluation report. The pilot was very positive and in May 2018,
Education Committee agreed to an immediate phased roll out of the scheme
across the North Lanarkshire communities beginning in summer 2018 and the
creation of a small project team to plan and deliver the programme.

Overall, 143 children attended the pilot. The vast majority attended for multiple
days, and many attended consistently across the holiday period.

Using criteria for free meals as the sole criteria for targeting children is difficult,
since all pupils from P1−P3 are included. However, our analysis shows that 63.1
percent of those who attended were in receipt of footwear and clothing grant from
the Council (NL average = 17.3%). This information, together with head teacher
judgement and local knowledge and understanding, will be used in future to
ensure appropriate targeting of families.



A clear majority of those attending Club 365 were primary age (97.5%). 54
percent fell into the P1−P3 bracket, while 55 percent were girls.

Parental responses to questionnaires were overwhelmingly positive. 98 percent
said their child enjoyed coming to Club 365. A majority also said their child
enjoyed the activities (98%) and the food (96%). Child responses showed a
similar pattern. 91 percent liked the project.

The next phase of the full roll out is underway and will be a mixed model to allow
us to test the advice given by a panel of experts (local and national civil society
advisors, including CPAG, Tesco, STUC, EIS, NHS, and Coatbridge−based
voluntary organisations), our observations during the pilot and the data we have
collated.

In Coatbridge, we will continue with the 4 successful hubs from spring break. The
programme in Wishaw will be built around third sector provision, based on an
alliance of community programmes centred on the Lanarkshire Community

Food and Health Partnership, which has a track record of successful,fully−evaluated
partnership working with North Lanarkshire Council and community

groups. This will involve three hubs at Craig neuklWishawhill, Gowkthrapple and
Houldsworth. A third programme will operate in two hubs in Bellshill similar to
the format run in Coatbridge.

The new project team will assess the impact of the varying approaches in terms
of their impact on resources; their popularity with parents and pupils; their
suitability in a local context; and their impact on the educational future of children.
This will allow us to select the appropriate model for each subsequent phase to
ensure meet the recommendations of the expert panel we engaged e.g. Club 365
should have a phased implementation and should not "reinvent the wheel" if local
provision exists

The long−term success of Club 365 is dependent on proper project planning,
project management and sufficient resourcing. Education, Youth and
Communities Service has identified funding within earmarked reserves to
support the planned actions during 2018/19.

2.2.3 Poverty Proofing our Schools Guidelines:

In August 2016 the Joint Negotiating Committee for Teachers agreed to establish
a tripartite working group to develop guidelines for schools and centres in
supporting families living in poverty. The membership of the working group
included representatives from the Teacher Trades Unions, officers from
Education Skills and Youth Employment Service, school leaders and Elected
Members of the JNCT.

The basis for much of the work of the group was an EIS publication entitled 'Face
up to Child Poverty'. The publication followed a survey among teachers
describing their day to day experiences of children living in poverty. It was
recognised that while North Lanarkshire Council education delivers a range of
services designed to specifically assist families there was a need for further work
and bespoke guidelines for schools.



An initial discussion document was produced to invite a wide range of ideas to
be explored. In addition, to inform the work of the group, a circular was issued to
every school and centre inviting participation in a survey to ascertain the levels
of poverty evident and strategies currently deployed by staff. The survey
concentrated on the following areas: hunger, school uniform, equipment and
resources, homework and but of school hours learning, school trips, and
charity/fundraising activities.

The results of this survey have been collated and will help form the basis of
guidelines and advice to schools.

Many colleagues who were involved in the initial work are no longer with the
Council but the group has been re−established and provided a source of support
and challenge around Club 365 development. The group will now work towards
meeting the publication of guidelines to be issued to schools. It is anticipated that
the guidance to schools and centres will be published by September 2018.

2.2.4 Access to free sanitary products in all schools in North
Lanarkshire:

Having made this commitment at the outset of the year, we are now in the position
of rolling out such access to secondary schools in June 2018, primary schools
and ASN in August 2018. We have prepared, in conjunction with school−based
colleagues, an advice note for all schools in advance of the roll out. The circular
includes advice such as making products freely available to all pupils and staff,
regardless of social background. A named individual should be identified with
responsibility for handling distribution and consideration given to where the
products will be stored when they are delivered.

For North Lanarkshire Council, the provision of sanitary products programme has
two aims. The first is to tackle a poverty−related injustice in a non−stigmatising
manner; the second is to confront taboos that surround the issue of periods.
These aims should inform all decisions about distribution in schools, and, to
assist schools in fulfilling them, NLC will be working with other organisations to
provide education and training on the issues surrounding this campaign.
Meanwhile, EYC officers are happy to help with any queries; you may also call
on the expertise of trade unions and of pupil and parent representatives.

Our researchers worked in coordination with COSLA on this policy. We used
COSLA's formula to estimate our supply needs and followed advice from both
COSLA and EIS in devising delivery recommendations for schools.

We have asked schools to deliver products in baskets in a variety of bathrooms.
This will include PE bathrooms and disabled toilets. We have asked schools with
transgender pupils to devise a non−stigmatising method for delivering to them. In
general, we have trusted professional judgement on most appropriate methods
of delivery, with the stipulation that products should be freely, easily available and
that pupils should not have to ask for them. The precise delivery model may
depend on the school's specific circumstances. Our biggest concern is to make
the products as freely available as possible, avoiding the risk of embarrassment



or stigma. Ideally, pupils should not have to "ask" to access products, and they
should not be stored only in the school office. Medical staff are not recommended
to have sole access to products, as this implies that periods are perceived as an
illness rather than normal parts of girls' and women's lives.

Finally, we have made it clear that this project is a universal service for all, not a
"poverty" benefit, and that no pupils or staff should feel discouraged from taking
products. As part of this, we will ask schools to encourage pupils to take away
supplies for the holidays.

In the spirit of collaborative working, we have agreed to track and monitor our
supply and to share this data with COSLA and the Scottish Government.

2.3 Self−Improving Schools

In a self−improving school system, schools are empowered to find their own
solutions, with the role of the local authority offering appropriate support and
resources to facilitate ongoing and sustainable professional learning and
improvement.

The Self−Improving School system within North Lanarkshire is made up of all
schools and establishments across the Primary sector.

We have developed an approach to self−improvement by creating Leadership
Learning Communities which involves all Primary Head teachers in North
Lanarkshire Council organised into "Family Groups" of six/seven based on similar
characteristics such as school roll and S (MD. Each Family Group is supported by
a lead Headteacher from within the group as well as EYC officers. At the heart
of this Leadership Learning Community is the deeply interconnected relationship
between the Head teacher−as−learner and the learning that is enabled within their
schools.

The approach was recently reviewed by the General Teaching Council (Scotland)
and has been successfully awarded the GTCS Excellence in Professional
Learning Award for a 3−year period. The panel commented, inter alia, that:

• sustainability is built into this learning community model through the
careful scaffolding and excellent research informed resources
provided by the Authority Lead Officer. The objective of a'self−improving

school system to facilitate effective practice transfer,
leading to ongoing improvement across all establishments' is at the
core of the Professional Learning Programme, giving clear ownership
of this to Head teachers

• there was a real clarity of vision and professional trust in schools from
EYC to empower school leaders to find their own solutions through a
self−improving school system. The climate and conditions are
facilitated but not imposed by the Authority, allowing Head teachers
to learn together, grow and authentically build capacity. This has built
a different relationship between Head teachers and the Authority with
Head teachers speaking of being more empowered, feeling that trust
has been placed in them as strategic leaders.



This is reaffirming as it chimes with the ambition we set out as "Headteachers as
key enablers of our vision". The work will also be showcased by the Assistant
Chief Executive and a group of Headteachers at the forthcoming Scottish
Learning Festival in September.

Full details of the programme and the award will be presented to Education
Committee in the next cycle.

3. Implications

3.1 Financial Impact

Education, Youth and Communities and Corporate Finance have earmarked
resources for the immediate funding of anti−poverty measures and building
capacity. Most of the projects and programmes outlined here have been funded
to date by the council and Scottish Government. We anticipate that this external
source will continue until 2020

3.2 HR/Policy/Legislative Impact

In February the council approved a revised staffing structure including the
establishment of a new 1140 Project team to help develop and deliver the
expansion of free Early Learning and Childcare to 1140 hours.The recruitment of
these temporary posts is almost complete. The mainstreaming and roll out of
Club 365 also requires a small team and this was approved in May 2018. To
date we are still developing the job evaluation and skill set necessary to fulfil the
project aims.In line with the updated stage of development and the scale of the
undertaking now in progress, together with others, such as pitch strategy, coming
on stream as part of our ambitious plans, it is proposed to create a new temporary
post of Head of Education (Ambition Programme) to lead the teams and provide
the required strategic control and lead responsibility for the delivery of the
programmes and related procurement arrangements and to explore funding
streams to increase the Council's resource base. The current programmes are
worth in excess of £60m. The post of Head of Education (Ambition Programme)
HOS4 £108,336 will be fully funded from earmarked reserves

3.3 Environmental Impact

n/a

3.4 Risk Impact

A risk assessment will be carried out for each project as part of the Business
case process in line with the Council's new project management arrangements



4. Measures of success

4.1 "Every child will be supported to achieve their full potential as close to their
community as possible".

4.2 Tackling Poverty Strategies will have a positive impact on the lives of children,
young people, families and communities

4.3 1140 hours of free early learning and child care will be in place, in line with our
ambition, by 2020.

4.4 The priorities set out in Appendix 1 will be realised.

Q X Q
60− C

Assistant Chief Executive (Education, Youth and Communities)



Appendix 1

Education Youth and Communities Ambition Paper Extracts
I Our immediate priorities:

(i) We know that poverty is a barrier to learning and healthy lifestyles. While we
deliver a range of services designed to assist families living in poverty there
is a need for bespoke guidelines for schools to help mitigate the impact of
poverty. We will produce guidance which covers school uniform, equipment
and resources, homework and other out−of−school learning, school trips, and
fundraising/charity activity. Difficulties experienced by poorer girls and
women at menstruation time are now well understood. We agreed to provide
free access to sanitary products in all our schools and we will explore rolling
this out to sport, leisure and culture facilities. We will continue to contribute to
the development of a North Lanarkshire anti−poverty strategy through the
implementation of the LOIP.

(ii) Nutrition is essential to learning and development. Currently free school
meals are provided to all pupils in primary 1−3, and to children whose
parents/carers are in receipt of work−related benefits. We will bring forward a
plan to provide free meals to all pupils, regardless of circumstances and
explore ways of combatting holiday/weekend hunger

(iii) We have invested significantly in new facilities since the turn of the century.
It is imperative that the pace of this investment is maintained. We will set out
priorities to ensure our school buildings are fit for learning and teaching in the
21st century and are designed to be flexible in their role at the heart of
communities. Where new buildings are not required, we will set out how we
will upgrade existing buildings. We will also set out a pitch strategy which is
aimed at providing a high quality sports pitch in each community.

(iv) Investment in digital infrastructure in our schools has not kept pace with
modern standards. Our children and young people are digital natives. To
maximise their opportunities and outcomes, they require the best possible
digital infrastructure. We will bring forward a digital learning strategy which is
based on the development of necessary skills in children and young people,
and in staff, to ensure that learning and teaching in our schools reflects state
of the art use of digital approaches to supporting learners with a fully
modernised ICT infrastructure, and to place digital learning at the heart of the
educational experience for all. As part of that strategy we will set out how we
will provide opportunities for young people to accelerate their use of digital
learning so that they are prepared for the very best jobs of the future.

(v) There is expert consensus that it is imperative to invest more heavily, as a
proportion of both local and national spend, in the very earliest months and
years of life. Through the Children and Young People (Scotland) Act 2014 the
Scottish Government committed to increasing the annual entitlement to free
Early Learning and Child care from 475 hours to 600 hours and then by 2020
to 1140 hours. We will set out our proposals to deliver this entitlement to early
learning and childcare by ensuring access for our most vulnerable people.
Our council provision will be targeted towards SIMD deciles one to four. To
ensure accessibility, our ambition is to bring the resource to the child rather
than bring the child to the resource. This will be achieved by providing the
council resource within 1 k of children living within SIMD deciles 1 and 2 and
where possible deciles 3 and 4. This approach will ensure that families can
walk to centres, removing the economic and logistical barriers that may be
exist when attendance requires accessing public transport. We value the



contribution that early learning and childcare services in the independent and
private sector will play in successfully delivering the expansion to 1140 hours
in this very important sector.

(vi) We are committed to all early years multi−agency practitioners becoming
highly effective members of staff who are knowledgeable and skilled in
promoting secure attachment in families; resulting in all families being
supported to develop positive relationships with their children.

(vii) We will continue to work with our partners to ensure a holistic approach, with
schools at the heart of communities. We will set out how our actions will
support the Local Outcome Improvement Plan and ensure our outcomes are
aligned to community need.

(viii) We will set out how our workforce will be flexible and deployed on the basis
of need. This approach will include development of opportunities at all levels.

(ix) Headteachers are key enablers of our vision. We will strengthen devolved
school management, ensuring headteachers have the freedom and support
to make decisions and allocate resources in the best interests of the children
and young people in their care. We will set out a strengthened role for
headteachers in leading education in our communities.


